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Concept of cover Page
 Dalit Mitra Kadam Guruji Science college Mangalwedha was registered as Science College Mangalwedha to the

UGC in 1987-88.In 2006,the name of college Science college Mangalwedha was changed into ‘Dalit Mitra Kadam

Guruji Science College Mangalwedha by the letter from Registrar ,Shivaji University Kolhapur . The University

declared the list of colleges under the section 2F and 12B dated 31.03.2004 and accordingly the college was affiliated

to the Shivaji University Kolhapur. The college was affiliated to the National Accreditation  Committee-With Institutional

score of 63 and  it obtained C grade on 16 sept 2007. Dalit Mitra Kadam Guruji Science College run by SPM

Mangalwedha presented self study report for Re-accreditation to the UGC.

The college was opened by the inspiration of founder and chairman of the institute Kadam Guruji and his colleague

Vitthalrao Tad –in 1984.first the college was ungranted and then the grant scheme of 25,50,75 and 100% was completed

in the year of 1990.The college became full granted in 1990.The college has put proposals of Autonomous College

separately to the Shivaji University Kolhapur and Solapur University Solapur. In 2008, the college has presented/

proposed for Autonomous College to University Grant Commission Delhi through the University and Divisional office

Pune.The approach of Solapur University is not co-operative with the college. So the college registed with-petition at

Solapur District Session Court against Solapur University warning case in the office of Chancellor of Maharashtra

and writ-petition in Supreme Court Delhi against Solapur University. The College is trying its very hard to become

autonomous. University Grant Commission, the Divisional office Pune granted Rs.60000/- to the college for seminars

and workshops on 18th March 2013.the same workshop is arranged in the college on July 10, 2013. The front page

concept of this Momentum/Sovenier is taken from the site,the Man-Bhima river confluence, the geographical and

metal scientific study workshop, the workshop and its programmes are launched through satellite.Mohol surrounding

seen on Google, taking the confluenceof The Man and the Bhima as Centre-place , Shown the circle of 10 Km around

the meeting place of the rivers the statue of Kadam Guruji,the founder of the Institute is printed/shown on  the front

page as he was supposed to be the Goddess of all the people in the Institution.

 As Dalit Mitra Kadam Guruji Science College Mangalwedha run by Shikshan Prasarak Mandal Mangalwedha is

affiliated by University Grant Commission Delhi by 2F and 12B the college has applied to the NAAC Banglore for C+

accreditation and reaccreditation.As the Principal of the college.I have inspired the college professors for presenting

he minor , major , C.P.O & innovative programme proposals. They have done and received the grant shown in the

following chart.
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Sr.No  Name of Professor            Name of Course                                Subject     Grant

  1 Shri.Shaikh S.D M.R.P Solidification of Mercury 1 Lack

  2 Shri.Chavan S.D                              M.R.PFabrication of INSP Alouminium

                                                                          semi conducting Material photo sensor

                             Application      70 Thousands

  3 Shri.Patil S.D MRP Effect of Milohentient on different

crop plant 60 Thousands

  4 Shri.Khandekar D.S MRP Aathave Shatak ke Hindi Upanyaso

me Shitrit Kisan Jeevan    45 Thousands

  5 Dr.Shinde Arun MRP Dinbandhu Niyathkalikacha Vivekcha

Abhyas   42 Thousands

  6 Dr.Kadam S.D MRP short Research Effect on Heavy fertilizers on well

and Tubewell water in Mangalwedha

Tahsil   68 thousands

  7 Dr.Kadam S.D Seminar Solvant extraction in Inorganic

Chemistry   71 Thousands

  8 Dr.Kadam S.D COP Economics Semiars Dr.Ambedkar study cnetre Ladys

                      Hostel Copper Metallergy in the

soil of Mangalwedha 7 Lack
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Principal’s Thought

State Level Seminar

10 July 2013 Dalit mitra kadam guruji science college mangalwedha has organized UGC Sponsored the state level

Geographical, geological & metallurgical seminar on Wednesday 10th July 2013 at 10.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. in the

college. Subject- “The confluence of Bhima & Man rivers with respect to geographical, geological & metallurgical

study.” Geography- 1)The study of different types of soils in the area about 10 km radius circle from the confluence

of bhima & man rivers. 2) The study of climatic condition in this area throughout the year. 3)The study of population,

the growth of population , sex ratio, working & non-working population in this area. 4)The study of agriculture &

crop pattern in this area. 5)The study of various types of methods of irrigation in this area. Geology- 1)Geological

survey 2) The study of various types of rock layers of the rocks according to depth in the area about 10 Km. radius

circle from the confluence of Bhima & Man rivers. 3) Geological & Metallurgical studies of core about 100’ depth.

Chemistry- 1) Separation of copper, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Titanium, Rhodium, Zirconium metals from the ore. 2)

Extraction methods of platinum 3) Minerals in the area of Bhima & Man Rivers. All the participants are requested to

submit there research papers before or on 30th June 2013 at “The Principal Dalit Mitra Kadam Gurugi Science College

Mangalwedha” OR by mail SubhashKadam777@gmail.com spm@dmkgcollege.in Contact – Dr.Subhash Kadam –

96822031479, Note-T.A.D.A. will be paid only Paper presenter

Dr.Kshirsagar a resident of Ozewadi Tal.Mangalwedha studied,the life style of the people, agriculture, water availability,

equipments for hunting,Culture of the people at Mudhavi tal.Mangalwedha the confluence of the Man-the Bhima

rivers. He studied all the above things in Deccan college Pune and obtained the P.hd for his research. In his honour a

function was arranged in our college. During the period, the college arranged three workshops for testing and minning

the area of the confluence of the Man and The Bhim aand the area around the River Bhima flows 25 Km in Solapur

District. The flow is seen a straight line on the map of satellite.it is expected that Lava is spread both side of the river

around 100 Km from Miraj to Tuljapur.And that’s why the minning process could be done. For this purpose we

decided to arrange three workshops.

 First state level workshop at Uchethan, Second at Ambechincholi as National level and the third at Sarkoli as

International Level will be held.Regarding to this proposal has been submitted to Ministry for foreign affairs and at

UGC. The University Grant Commission has sanctioned to take the workshops dated 18th March 2013. Therefore it

is decided to arrange a workshop on 10 july 2013. The Research papers were asked for submission with the help of

Geography, Geology, Mettalugry, Economics and Enviornment Research paper are asked for as an Appeal. This

Appeal is still available on the college website.

The website Appeal is as follow-
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Principal Dr.Kadam attend workshop of AICP at Goa President Dr.Subhash Brahmbhatta of AICP

Dr.Mahajan Vice-President AICP Meet with Dr.Kadam

Hon’ble Ex.Parlment Member Ramdas Athwale

President of R.P.I.at Inguration of Dr.Ambedkar Study

Centre

Inaguration of Dr.Ambedkar Study Centre for which

UGC sanctioned Rs.10 Lacs 50 thousands.

Dr.Minatai Kadam President of S.P.Mandals discussing

with Hon’ble Ramdas Athwale
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Site of Confluence of Man & Bhima Rivers.

Satelite Map of Confluence Man & Bhima Rivers.

Hob’ble Amrish Patel Ex.Educational Minister

discussing about mining with Dr.S.D.Kadam. Site of Confluence of Man & Bhima Rivers.
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Man Basin Development Digram

Dr.A.G.Pujari
Principal,Sangola Mahavidyalay, Sangola

H’ble Collector of Satara and he collegus held a metting at Dahiwadi Tal.Man on 12 th April 2013. The people

of Man were also present in the meeting.

The following subjects were discussed at the meeting.

i) Small dams should be raised/built in the Man river basin where much water should be stored.

ii) If we build small cement dams as Shirapur Method for storing water, there will be water through at the year in

Man river. It will flow throught the year.

iii) If we build small dams in the basin of the Man river, It will be helpful for us to stove water in the Man river

planting should be done on the Sitamai Mountain and hill, on large scale. Which is the origion of the Man river.

v) There is Man river catchment area in Man, Kavate Mahankar, Jat, Sangola, Mangalwedha and Pandharpur

Taluka.

It is expected to prepare a detailed Geographical Map of Man Basin. The Map should contain

i) Mean sea level from River Basin

ii) Numbers of tributalies and their directions

iii) The places where much water should be stored, must be searched and we should built banks and small dams

on them.

iv) We should count the speed of the Man river. So that we can understant how much water flows in to the basin

of the Bhima River from the Man Rivers.

v) There should be rain counting centers in the Man Basin. We will get information of water in the Man river in

each rainy season.

We should start temperature centers in the Man Basin. Because of this we will know/gess the evaporation of

water in the river.
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Small water dams should be used as means of transportation Automatic dams should be used to this small dams.

There is need of participations of people for above work. There should be commities at this level. At first level

committe there should be representation of government, peoples, social worker and studious people.

At the second level (At Taluka Level)

Selected peoples who have knowledge of agriculture as well as the system of water in the river should be taken.

The third level committe should be at the village level.

The three level committe must take responsibility of its planning and its implementation. It should be following

work.

i) The planning of drawing dregs from the dams and raising funds for it.

ii) Planting on a large scale should be done on the banks of the river.

iii) Guessing the rain water in its evaportion

iv) Increasing the participation of the people and give them proper guidance of Taluka and village level.

The life of people of the Man Basin Mostly depends on the water of the Man river. Though there is industrilization

everywhere in the world, it does not touch to the man basin in any-way

Except two sugar factories no industries are found on the bank of Man river. Due to thus unfortunate condition

most of the people are leaving there villages and they are going to the cities in search of jobs.

Some Suggestions

i) Mandesh should be declared as separate distnct for the economical development and for the implementation of

various projects.

ii) Rain water should be stopped on a large scale by building dams, small dams.

iii) Map of sources of the Man river must be prepared.

iv) Farmer should takes other crops instead of sugarcane

v) Textile mell in sangola and Fabtec Spanning textiles raised by Rupnar Brothers are ideal examples as inspiration

to the young people.
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Bhima-Man River and Environmental Issues
Sameer Inamdar

Solapur University

joyasam@gmail.com

Introduction

Bhima is the biggest river in solapur district.  It drains the central parts of the district comprising greater part of

Karmala, Madha, Malshiras, Pandharpur, Mangalwedha, Mohol and Solapur talukas.Bhima enters the district near

the village Jinti in Karmala taluka and flows in a south-easterly direction, to leave the district and enter into Bijapur

near the village Hilli in Akkalkot taluka. The river has an overall length of 289 km. within the limits of the district. For

a winding length of about 110 km.

The Man basin comprises practically the whole of Sangola taluka, the western half of Mangalwedha and southern

Pandharpur talukas. The Man river maintains a west-south-west to east-south-easterly course in its flow across this

region and has a larger number of streams joining it from its right bank than from its left bank.The Man, a right-bank

feeder of the Bhima river, winds through Sangola and Pandharpur talukas of Sholapur before joining the Bhima near

Sarkoli about 17 km. south-east of Pandharpur. Of its total length exceeding 160 km. about 80 km. lie within the

limits of the district. The river flows past the town of Sangola.

Bhima have more environmental issues. Polluted water, Bothering of sand lobby is the main issues. Both river have

now water problem.Man also having problem of lack of water. The main river as well as its tributaries are mostly dry

during the year except during the floods when they rise to considerable levels and become unfordable.
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Geographical area-

The precise configuration of entire succession of basalt flows of the district is not known in as much as systematic

geological mapping has not been carried out so far. Some of the drill holes encountered pockets of red bole and

ash.The basalts display typical spheroidal weathering, the depth of the weathered zone varying between 3 to 8

metres. Veins of kankar filling up the fractures of the vesicular traps are quite common. Such vein fillings are absent

in the fine grained compact basalt.

Apart from the peripheral scarp faces and the dotting of residual knolls all over, the district as a whole forms a

waving plateau at an average elevation of 500 to 600 metres with road depressions in a north-south direction

occupied by the valleys of the Bhima and Sina rivers. The plateau the Bhima are particularly noteworthy in sections

upstream of Pandharpur but downstream of Tembhurni. They are remarkably joined on either bank, and are suggestive

of rejuvenation of the river valley. During the rains flood-water overflows the steep earthy banks.

The river bed forming the lowest parts within the district is at an elevation of about 500 metres in the north and 400

metres in the south before it leaves the State. The land gently slopes south-eastwards and the local slopes are

towards the river from either bank. The river flows between high banks, in section more than 6 to 8 metres high. The

valley is on an average 25 km. wide. A conspicuous feature of the valley is the development of paired river terraces

out in the trap rocks on the either banks in succession at various levels ranging between 450-500 metres particularly

downstream of the confluence of the Nira and upstream of the confluence of the Man.

Man river  area is a very gently sloping flat plain, sloping towards the river and generally eastwards at an average

elevation of about 500-550 metres. The open plain is almost bare of trees. It is only in the extreme south and the

west that a few hills dot the landscape and these too are bare of trees. Stony wastes, babul meadows and scrub

cover generally increase westwards and southwards towards the hills.

Geological Area-

In this entire region of bhima, Pandharpur is the sole town and larger villages either located at ford points and on

the larger river or on nodal points constitute the main market centres. The plateau somewhat higher in elevation and

somewhat rugged in the north, rising to higher level mesas and buttes has a general rolling and waving topography,
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with stony pathar soils grey to red barad and tambdi soils. Here, tillage is of secondary importance and is done with

considerable difficulty to raise a precarious intermixed crop of bajri and tur or gram.

Region of man soils tend to be poor, shallow and gravelly on the plateau surface; however, along the streams they

become fairly black and clayey and are of moderate depth. These soils are deeper and more moisture-retentive.

Irrigation is of some importance in the agrarian economy of the region, ranging between 6 per cent in Mangalwedha

taluka to 14 per cent in Sangola taluka. The wells are more important than canals. In fact in Mangalwedha the entire

irrigation is done with the help of well irrigation. Nearly 8,000 wells are found in this region. The cropping pattern

reveals a predominance of food-crops occupying roughly 90 per cent of the gross cropped area.

Jowar is mainly grown during the rabi season with the help of irrigation and this covers more than half of the tilled

land. Bajri and tur are next in importance. Wheat is of some importance only in Sangola taluka. Cash crops are of

little significance, the only crops of some importance being groundnut and cotton, the latter increasing of late in

importance particularly in Mangalwedha taluka.

Environmental Issues

The main reasons of Bhima river pollution cited by the authorities include release of treated as well as untreated

domestic as well industrial effluents, mixing of leachate in the river due to untreated solid waste and use of chemical

fertilizers, absence of flow of water throughout the year, growth of water hyacinth, sand mining, bathing and washing

along river banks, and so on.

As the river rapidly drops down the hill slopes, it has been decided to put up manual structures constructed with

locally available rocks. These structures will slow down the river’s flow allowing the water to percolate and re-

emerge downstream.

References

1)  REPORT ON ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS OF  PUNE REGION 2004 – 2005

2) Solapur district gazetteer

3)Wikipedia.com
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FARMING ON THE BANK OF

THE MAN AND THE BHIMA RIVER

-Milind Chandrasen Awatade

P.R.O.,Maharashtra State, Rajiv Gandhi Jivandayi Yojna

INTRODUCTION :-

     The manganga  river is an historical river which flows through the sangali ,satara and solapur distric. The

Mondays is a drought area in the western Maharashtra especially insinglei ,, Sataraand sSolapurddistrict.themandesh

area does not gate sufficient rain.due to the insufficient rain there is no touch of any kind of development in the area

.The nature itself has done injustice on the manadesh area . Themainriver  of the area has been always day except

the rainy season.

   Agriculture is the main business of the mound area the area dose doesn’t get regularmonsoon rain. It gets back

monsoon rain which ran in August ,September every year .

           The weather of the mandesh is hot and dry the maximum temperature of the mandesh is 45celcius and the

minimum is 15.17 Celsius . there is no guarantee of any seasonal crop. The area does not have the guaranteeof the

rain at all.

         The future of the manganga river is in danger due to the  excavation of the sand in the manganga basing on

a large scale and borewells.

         The manganga river flows 180k.m. From its  origin ,Kalaskarvaditall- man Dist-Satara  till the bhima river

at the village sarkoli where it joins the bhima river.in this area the man river receives nearly 42 small streams and

some sub rivers.

          The problem of water is becoming much serious in the are of mandesh  especially for 19 Lakhs people

who live in 311 Tahashils of the man,Dahivadi ,Khatav ,Atapadi ,Kavathemahankal, Jat ,Sangola and Mangalwedha

.

The farmers on the bank of the Bhima river produce Sugarcane , Graphs and Jawar. But now days the situation

is becoming much serious due to the drought /famiro  which comes every year . There are 22 Dams  on the bhima

river  Ujani is the gratest dam on the bhima river .

        The distribution of the water of the Krishna river was already done. There arestruggles and disputs  of the

extra water of the Krishna river among the Andrapradesh ,Karnataka and Maharashtra .The study is going on how

the extra water is drawn in the basin  of the Krishna river and how it is drawn in basin of the yerala, agrani and

manganga river in drougstare .

        The manganga river is sat river of the Bhima river .TheBhima river is the sub river of the Krishnariver .
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       The manganga, Yerala and Agranitheir all rivers come  in the  field of the Krishna river . There is 452 tmc

water available in the Krishna river especially  in the rainy season.

     In small dam on the solasi river near Dhangarvadi will be constructed for leading the water from the Koyana

dam area to the area of dhom dam and it will be led to the drought are river named manganga .

   THE PROFITABLE AND UNDER THE MANGANGA RIVERS

          1)MIDIUM PROJECT:-Rajevadi ,Masavad lake  tal-man ,Sankh lake tal- jat

                                                 Buddhihal lake tal-Sangola

        2) SMALL PROJECT:-  Tal –Atapadi  jambhulani ,ghanad,arjunvadi ,malevadi           ,nimtwade ,dighanchi

and atapadi  tal-jat  bhivagi.

    3)KOLHAPUR TYPE  SMALL DAMS:-tal-atpadi  lingiware,dinganchi  lonarvadi ,kauthali  banapuri shetaphale

,dheshmukhvadi  and dhanagarvadi.

  Taluka –sangola  -lotevadi ,khavaspur ,kamalapur vasudakole ,vaddegav ,balvadi , nazare ,alegaon,kadalas

,chinchi  ,watambare,save, methavade ,javale ,sonand ,manzari.

 Tal-jat:- ankalgi belungi ,jalihal ,budurak morbagi,manikna,sonyal,nigadi ,karandevadi,balgaon.

Tal-Mangalwedha:-gunjegaon,

There will be water available permanently  due to  32 small dams which will be constructed in the future .

 The manganga joints the bhima river near the village sarkoli tai-pandharpur water store in aunj dam and takali

dam will be increased in future .

 It will be useful for solving the problem of the water supply of solapur city area

The length of the bhima river is 860 k.m. And its water flowing field is 70693sq k.m .theBhima river is called as

bhimarathi  but it is called the chandrabhga river in Solapurdistrict because of its shape . Its flow

throughPune,Ahamadanagar and solapur district in Maharashtra and flows in Vijapur,Gulbarga district in Karnataka

district joints the Krishna river ,the origin of the bhima river is near bhimashankar hills in the sahayadrimountain

rangus which is 975 metre  high  from the sealevel at the origins its area is deep and narrow but its basing become

broad and shallow when it goes in the next area the river bhima indrayani and mula-mutha are sub rivers of the bhima

river.

The man river is the sub river of the bhima river .It is on the right side of the bhimariver  themain river has got

importants due to the andhali dam . its length is 180k.m. and in solapur district its length is 80 k.m. Itsorigin is in the

hill area of tall-man  nearfalatantal-in the satara district. It flows to the east of the satara district and enter khanapur

tal- in sangali district it flow in northern of the sangali district and enter sangola tal in solapur district. It joins the bhima

river near the village sarkoli in pandharpur taluka its flow on the border of the mangalwedha taluka  and pandharpur

taluka before joining the river bhima . the bank of the river is the best area of agriculture  dahivadi masavad  dighanchi

and sangola are the important spots on the bank of manganga river.
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MINERALOGICAL STUDIES OF GOLD BEARING SULPHIDE

REEFS OF HUTTI GOLD MINES, RAICHUR, KARNATAKA.

Dr. N. J. Sathe1& Dr. R. R. Patil2

1 Department of Civil Engineering, Sinhgad College of Engineering, Pune

2 Director, School of Earth Sciences, Solapur University, Solapur.

drnanasahebsathe10@gmail.com

Abstract.

The Hutti Gold mine situated in the NE of the Hutti – Maski schist belt bears Gold – Quartz Sulphide reef minerals

assemblage. Mineral form during the first stage of mineralization called as pre mineralized stage are represented by

magnetite rutile, eliminate, scheelite and quartz. Minerals of the second stage i.e. mineralizing stage are pyrite,

arsenopyrite, gold, pyrrhotite and sphalerite. The post mineralized stage minerals are represented by supergene

enrichment and oxidized zone. The supergene enrichment minerals are bornite, chalococite, and vallerite while

oxidized zone is represented by malachite and auzurite found along the numerous mineral faults. The detailed

mineralogical study carried out has revealed three generations of the gold deposition of which the gold of first and

second generation constitute the auriferous load while in the third generation it exhibits it’s replacing habit.

Key Words: Hutti Gold, Minerals, Quartz, Paragenetic Sequence.

Introduction:

The Hutti and Kolar Gold deposit the archean greenstone belts are well recognized vein associated deposits

mainly in the meta – volcanic rocks. The Hutti gold block is situated to the NE part of the Hutti – Maski Greenstone

belt in the Raichur District of Karnataka. The block forms one of the major gold producing deposits in the Hutti –

Maski belt. The hutti belt is well known for its old working (Maclaren, 1906) which exhibit various types of host

rocks for the gold mineralization.

Hughes (1857) was the first to report the economic aspects of the Hutti belt. The previous work of this area was

carried out by Maclaren (1906), Mukherjee et. Al. (1934), Biswas et al. (1985) and A. Roy (1991). Later workers

restricted themselves to describe mineralogy and presented the chemical characters to supplement its economic

aspects. Roy and Raju (1980) reported the occurrence of the olivine Dyke. Naganna (1987) have studied the

mineralography of various host rocks from Hutti Gold mines. In the present study an attempt is made to acquire
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more reliable data on the ore mineralogy. Based on the textural relationship and mineral associations, a suitable

paragenetic sequence for this deposit is brought out.

Geological Setting of the Area

The Hutti gold mine lies in the Hutti- Maski schist belt (Dharwars) near the Hutti village (16° 12' N, 70°39' E)

approximately 80 km west of Raichur. The rock sequence exposed in this area belongs to the Buddinne formation

of Hutti group of the Dharwar Supergroup.

The auriferous quartz-veins occur within a narrow shear-zone in the metamorphosed basic volcanic rocks of the

Precambrian age. The rocks have undergone medium to low grade metamorphism and are represented by varying

mineralogical associations, i.e. from amphibolites to chlorite-biotite schist. The granites and aplites occur in the

vicinity towards sourthern and western part of this gold mine.

Four different reefs, i.e. Oakley’s Reef, Strike Reef, Middle Reef and Zone I Reef, occurring parallel to each

other from east to west constitute the auriferous lodes in the Hutti area considered for the present study.

Ore Mineralogy

The representative samples were collected from surface and subsurface areas of the Hutti Gold Mine. Ore microscopic

study was carried out on number of ore sections polished with due care using the methods described by Craig and

Vaughan (1981). Ore minerals were identified based on characteristic optical properties of the minerals (Ramdohr,

1969) and were also confirmed later by the micro-chemical etching. Verification by their characteristic reflectivity

and micro-hardness ranges was also attempted to a certain correct identification.

Field observations suggest that mineralization is in the form of disseminations, wires, stringers and viens. The Hutti

gold deposit occurs in both grey quartz and in altered rocks. In grey quartz, the mineralization is in the form of the

disseminations, veinlet and stringers. The quartz veins are normally grey and blue in colour; grey quartz bear more

ore potential than the blue quartz, while in altered rocks the mineralization is found as the disseminations, blebs and

cavity filling and the sulphides predominate.

The primary ore minerals in the Hutti block include gold and sulphides like arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite and sphalerite

with lesser amount of pyrite, chalcopyrite and galena.

Ore Minerals

Gold

Native Gold is the most abundant mineral found in the Hutti area. Gold under microscope shows distinct yellow

colour. The vein filling nature of gold is very commonly observed (Plate 1). Three generations of gold are recognized

on the basis of their mineral assemblage, textures and structures. The first generation of gold is associated with pyrite
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in wall rock. Gold forms a very minute inclusion within pyrrhotite. Second generation of gold is found to be associated

with arsenopyrite while the third generation is associated with sphalerite.

Arsenopyrite

It is the predominant and coarsest sulphide mineral in the samples studied from the Hutti block. Two generations

of arsenopyrite are identified; the early formed arsenopyrite is coarse grained, euhedral and occurs as an aggregate

within the host rock. Second generation of arsenopyrite is noticed in the main stage of mineralization which is fine

grained and exhibits anhedral shape where it is associated with gold, sphalerite, pyrite and pyrrhotite. Arsenopyrite

of second generation is found replaced by the gangue quartz (Plate 2), while it is also found replacing pyrrhotite

(Plate 3).

Pyrite

Pyrite is a widespread sulphide mineral in all the reefs and in altered wall rocks of the Hutti block. Two generations

of pyrite are recognized during the microscopic studies. The first generation is found along the joint planes and

fractures of the host rock where it exhibits idiomorphic, subhedral to anhedral and disseminated forms. Pyrite which

usually occurs associated with calcite along the minor faults is of the second generation. This second generation

pyrite is also associated with other sulphides where it is found to replace pyhrrhotite and gold (Plate 4).

Pyrrhotite

Pyrrhotite is another important sulphide mineral observed in the host rock of the Hutti gold mine. It is commonly

found associated with arsenopyrite and pyrite. Pyrrhotite shows mutual boundary relationship with the gold indicating

the simultaneous crystalization of the two minerals (Plate 5.)

Chalcopyrite

Chalcopyrite is associated with pyrite, pyrrhotite and sphalerite in the gold mineralizing block. It normally occupies

grain boundaries between pyrite and pyrrhotite and fills the fractures in pyrite, sphalerite and quartz. Chalcopyrite

occupies weak planes within sphalerite at the alteration zones.

Sphalerite

Sphalerite in the Hutti gold deposit occurs as independent platelets in altered wall rocks but is less abundant when

compared with the other sulphide minerals. Sphalerite is found to be associated with pyrrhotite and is generally seen

replacing it (plate 6). Grains of gold of third generation are found as inclusions within sphalerite.

Rutile &Ileminite

Rutile and Ileminite occur prominently as tiny discrete grains generally within the silicified portions of the altered

wall rocks. To a lesser extent, they occur in coarse grained and fine grained amphibolite. Ileminite and rutile grains
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occur as individual grains and not associated with any sulphide thereby suggesting that they are earlier deposited in

relation to the main ore phase.

Scheelite

It is a transparent mineral largely occurring within the altered zone and is identified under UV Lamps by its pale

blue to yellow f1ourescence. It is more abundant in felsic rocks hosted mineralized zones indicating lithological

control to some extent. It shows a typical replacement intergrowth with quartz formed during the first phase of

deformation. Scheelite apparently formed much earlier to the sulphide minerals, which is evident

from replacement textures where it is replaced by sulphides.

Textural Studies

Individual mineral identification, their characteristic associations and chronological order based on the textures is

vital for the in-depth study of any ore deposit. The textural studies provide us the evidence on the nature of the

processes like ore deposition, depositing sequence, post- depositional equilibrium, deformation and the environment

of deposition. The textural studies also supplement in recognition of the grain boundary relation thereby establishing

the chronological order. The present ore mineralogical studies of the Hutti block have led to recognise different

stages of development of the mineralization. Five different types oftextures are recognized, i.e. replacement,

idiomorphic, deformational, exsolution and mutual boundary texture, which are described briefly as follows:

Replacement Texture

Replacement texture is the most widespread and common type of texture seen in the Hutti Gold deposit. The

process of replacement is the result of dissolution and subsequent reprecipitation or solid state diffusion due to the

later fluids. Two different replacement textures are recognized; the first type is noteworthy of gold mineralization by

cavity filling and vein filling and associated replacement of grey quartz (Plate 1). Second type is the replacement and

redeposition in the same phase. Arsenopyrite and pyrrhotite of first generation form an aggregate in the host and are

replaced by the quartz. Second generation pyrrhotitie is replaced by the Pyrite II (Plate 7). Gold is also found to be

replaced by later formed minerals.

Idiomorphic Texture

This texture is commonly exhibited by the first generation of arsenopyrite. The idiomorphism rarely shown by

pyrrhotite is similar to that often seen in cavity fillings. Decompositional products of the pyrrhotite and arsenoyprite

also rarely show idiomorphic grains of the newly formed minerals surrounding them.

Deformational Texture
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The deformational texture is found to be common in the minerals having higher hardness e.g. arsenopyrite (Plate

8). In response to the later deformation, forces extensive brecciation and fracturing of these minerals prior to the

deposition of the later minerals is observed. Fracturing pattern exhibited by pyrrhotite suggests that higher intensity

of deformatory forces were responsible for fracturing while the curvilinear fractures appear to be the net result of

local shearing effect. The deposition of gold along this curvilinear fracture definitely suggests younger age of gold

and epigenetic nature of the mineralizing fluids.

Mutual Boundary Texture

This texture is rarely exhibited by the ore minerals in comparison with the replacement and deformational textures.

Exsolved gold in selective minerals, particularly in pyrrhotite shows mutual boundary texture (Plate 7). This texture

explains the formation of both the minerals at the same time under the same pressure - temperature conditions from

the parent ore fluid.

Exsolution Texture

Exsolution texture is exhibited by many minerals which help one to establish their chronological order. Exsolution

is in the form of blebs, wires, laths or rods. Gold in the bleb form exsolved in pyrrhotite is commonly observed.

Paragenetic Sequence

Various ore minerals are observed in the Hutti mineralization block. Gold, arsenopyrite, pyrite and pyrrhotite are

the abundant minerals while the rernaininz ore minerals are chalcopyrite, sphalerite and also the minerals from

supergene enrichment and oxidized phase. Quartz consitutes the typical gangue mineral and is accompanied by

chlorite, biotite, sericite, etc.

From the paragenetic sequence (Table I), it is clear that the ground preparatory stage is represented by extensive

silicification as pre-mineralized quartz.

The paragenetic sequence is divided into four stages on the basis of the significant information which is drawn

through their textural, structural and mineral association studies. The first stage is the pre-mineralized stage represented

by minerals like magnetite, illiminite, rutile, scheelite, etc.

This is followed by the main mineralization stage which has deposited the sulphide minerals. Based on the mineral

assemblages and textures, the minerals of the main stage show various generations. Gold is found to occur in three

generations, while two generations of arsenopyrite and pyrite are evident. This stage is followed by the post-
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mineralization stage where supergene enrichment and oxidation are noteworthy. Late hydrothermal activity in the

area is represented by the formation of calcite.

Minerals Stages Pre Mineralization Mineralization Post Mineralization

Late Mineralization

Supergene Enrichment Oxidation

Quartz 1

Magnetite

Ilmenite

Scheelite

Rutile

Pyrite I

Arsenopyrite I

Gold I

Pyrrhotite

Pyrite II

Arsenopyrite II

Quartz II

Gold II

Petzite

Argentite

Sphalerite

Gold III

Chalcopyrite

Cubanite

Calcite I

Bornite

Chalcocite

Vallerite

Malachite

Azurite

Calcite II
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Table 1: Paragenetic Sequence of Hutti Mineralized Block.

Discussion:

The Paragenetic sequence indicates that the gold is formed in three different generations. I generation of gold is

found to be associated with pyrite. The ore mineralogical study suggests that gold might be either a product of

exsolution or the residue around which later pyrite would have grown. McPheat et al. (1968) suggested that the gold

can exist in solid solution in pyrite. Their studies have thrown light as gold forms an equilibrium solid solution with

pyrite when the naturally occurring auriferous pyrite is formed at elevated temperature and pressure. If the cooling

effect is rapid, much of the gold will be retained in solid solution and exsolved ad a dispersed minute inclusion. If the

cooling effect is slow, gold can exsolve and occur as inclusion. Vasudev and Naganna (1973) have expressed similar

views.

The second generation of gold is found to be associated with arsenopyrite. As described in the textural studies,

arsenopyrite has undergone extensive fracturing and brecciation. It is a noteworthy feature that arsenopyrite of the

altered wall rocks, though formed simultaneously with arsenopyrite associated with quartz, and has not undergone

such fracturing or brecciation. The fracture filling nature of gold with the quartz and arsenopyrite suggests that the

gold lode formation is due to the fracturing and local shearing which prepared the host ground for deposition. The

fracture filling and replacement type of association of gold with arsenopyrite within the quartz and absence of gold in

arsenopyrite of altered wall rocks do not support the solid solution relationship and supplement its epigenetic nature.

Gold is also found to be associated with sphalerite in the third generation. Sphalerite carries inclusions of gold;

rarely there are gold grains replacing the sphalerite. These anomalies associations suggest that the formation of gold

and the process of gold mineralization were active even after the formation of sphalerite. It appears that the gold of

third generation represents just the extension of the process represented by the second generation of gold.
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Abstract

Man river is the right side major tributary of the Bhima andoriginate in the Mahadeo hill ranges which separates the

Krishna basin on its West and Bhima basin at East. At the confluence, the Bhima river shows perpendicular position

where to the channel become broad at Sarkoli, bathan (right). At this river is highly seasonal, therefore most of the

time the perineal water from Bhima rushes back in the Man river up to certain distance. Most of the time the Bhima

is flooded and the archeological habitational sites which are located at the confluence of these river are totally

washed out. Due to the nailing effect of flood water on habitational deposit day- to- day habitational deposit is lost.

The present paper deals with the study of effect of river water on ancient monuments, which are present at the banks

of both river in the confluence gone and surrounding area.
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ABSTRACT: The ground water behaviour in the Indian sub-continent is highly complicated due to the occurrence of

diversified geological formations with considerable litho-logical and chronological variations, complex tectonic framework,

climate-logical dissimilarities and various hydro-chemical conditions. Occurrence of groundwater in hard rock terrain is

mainly controlled by structures, landforms, litho-logy and recharge conditions. The Deccan Trap area in Maharashtra generally

comes in this category. The study area considered is the Bhima Basin (Nira-Narsinghpur to Pandharpur) where ground water

is a major source of usable water due to drought conditions. Electrical resistivity distribution at different depth horizons for

Bhima River basin in Solapur District, Maharashtra has been studied and represented by contour maps at different electrode

spacing. These are correlated with local Geology & Geochemistry for semi quantitative interpretation to detect potential

zones of saline intrusion in the groundwater.

Keywords: Groundwater, Lithology, Geochemistry, Pandharpur, Electrical Resistivity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Electrical Resistivity distribution studies were made for Bhima basin between Narsinghpur to Pandharpur in Solapur District,

Maharashtra located on the Toposheets 47O/1, 47O/4 & 47O/5. The area is considered along meanders of Bhima river, and is

selected by keeping 3 km buffer distance on both side of flood plain. The Bhima Basin consists of unclassified basaltic lava flows

representing Indrayani stratigraphic unit of Sahyadri group of Deccan Trap formation of Upper Cretaceous to Lower Eocene age.

Stratigraphic succession as observed in Bhima Basin is shown in Table 1.

Weathered zeolitic/fragmentary litho unit is exposed near Babulgaon and is overlain by red bole of 1m thickness, around Umbre

representing oldest flow in the basin. The thickness of the flow is 21m. IInd flow consists of lower 8m thick weathered basalt clinker

and starts between Mire and Umbre Velapur. This is overlain, by fractured/massive basalt of 12m thickness around Sanghvi,

Nandur, Khondapur villages. 1m thick red bole graded into zeolitic/vesicular basalt is exposed at Taratgaon. It is marker bed

between IInd and IIIrd flow.

Table 1: Stratigraphic succession

Stratigraphic Unit/

Formation

Litho Unit Thickness

in Meters

Age Super

Group

Group

Alluvium Poorly Sorted Sediments 4-7Quaternary

Upper Cretaceous

to Lower Eocene

D

E

C

C

A

N

T

R

A

P

S

A

H

Y

A

D

R

I

I

N

D

R

A

Y

A

N

I

Massive Basalt

Fractured/Jointed

Basal Clinker (Weathered)

5

9

8

Red bole

Zeolitic

Massive Fracture

Basal Clinker (Weathered)

1

22

19

4

Red Bole/Zeolitic

Massive Basalt

Basal Clinker (Weathered)

1

12

8

Red Bole

Zeolitic (Weathered)

1

20
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SALINE WATER INTRUSION IN BHIMA RIVER BASIN,

PANDHARPUR, MAHARASHTRA

Figure 2 : Map showing study area-villages
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Figure 3 : Base map

II. METHODOLOGY

II.1 ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY STUDIES

Extensive use of electrical resistivity method for groundwater exploration is exploration is extensively used because of

direct relation between electrical conductivity and groundwater, simple field operations and improved interpretation techniques.

Depth of the occurrence of groundwater and location of well sites can be determined more precisely by electrical resistivity

method. However, these studies besides mapping and delineation of potential areas on small and regional scales, help geologists

for the determination of hydraulic characteristics of aquifers (Senthil Kumar, Gnanasundar & Elango 2001), characterization of

lineaments to locate groundwater potential zones, (Subhash Chandra et.al. 2006), flow pattern of groundwater (Narayanpethkar,

Vasanthi and Mallick 2006) and estimation of natural recharge. Electrical resistivity studies have also been used to study

groundwater pollution (Natkar et.al. 2008) and to carry out groundwater modeling and to estimate groundwater recharge

(Narayanpethkar, Gurunadha Rao and Mallick, 1993, 1994)

 II.2. RESISTIVITY CONTOUR MAP

The Resistivity distribution over the entire area would qualitatively correspond to variations of the resistivity at different

depths. This is achieved by increasing electrode spacing. More the electrode spacing, deeper is the current penetration. This can

be used to establish litho-logical correlation.

II.3 SOIL & WATER SAMPLING

Soil samples are collected at an optimum density of 1 every 2 km2. These are collected using a hand held dutch soil auger

and are taken from the surface (5 – 20 cm) and from a depth of 35 – 50 cm. Each sample is made up of a composite of material from

auger flights taken from five holes distributed within an area of approximately 20 m x 20 m.

Eighteen water samples were collected from River basin and surrounding dug wells of the study area and was analyzed

for major ion chemistry employing standard methods (APHA, 1995). The groundwater samples were collected in non-recycled

polyethylene bottles (2 lit. capacity) and numbered sequentially. The temperature groundwater in the study area varies from 24 to
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28 degrees centigrade. The ground water is colorless and odorless. The ground water in this study area is slightly saline and

acidic to alkaline in nature.

III. ANALYSIS & OBSERVATIONS

Resistivity contouring has been done with Wenner configuration for different electrode spacing a = 5, 10, 25, 50 & 75m.

This provides the variation of resistivity at 5 different horizons carried out at 18 locations. Table 2 shows the apparent resistivity

values at the 18 locations at different electrode spacing.

Table 2: Apparent Resistivity Values for different electrode spacing at 18 locations in the selected area

S. No  Village Name Long Lat a=5 a=10 a=25 a=50 a=75

1 Malegaon 75.161 17.98 23.55 22.294 2.355 34.6185 41.5237

2 Nira Narsingpur 75.135 17.969 21.509 21.086 42.9395 51.653 50.5147

3 Babhulgaon  (North Side) 75.16 17.944 9.42 12.32 14.3 15.7 15.5

4 Babhulgaon 75.172 17.954 11.43 14.29 16.23 16.34 20

5 Babhulgaon  (South Side) 75.169 17.941 1.9468 2.80402 2.7789 4.553 6.5233

6 Wagholi 75.161 17.91 34.226 24.806 26.69 37.052 25.434

7 Mire 75.137 17.869 4.6315 8.478 18.94 22.13 28.67

8 Near Mire 75.146 17.853 3.45 12.22 21.12 43 45.36

9 Near Shiripur Sugar Factory 75.149 17.849 12.32 14.28 23.13 27.45 31.98

10 Near  Shiripur Sugar Factory dump area 75.144 17.85 11.2 14.18 13.27 20.26 31.2

11 Sangvi 75.215 17.865 31.086 33.284 65.84 60.288 54.165

12 Nandur 75.203 17.835 79.128 90.746 71.435 54.008 59.5815

13 Pirachi Kuroli (North) 75.195 17.768 72.22 46.786 40.82 28.26 32.97

14 Pirachi Kuroli (South) 75.203 17.765 55.421 55.892 35.953 27.004 32.499

15 Shelve 75.23 17.25 120.89 94.2 41.605 34.4 32.97

16 Khotali 75.287 17.742 15.072 17.427 36.3062 37.366 38.151

17 Chincholi 75.315 17.699 67.196 67.824 43.489 29.83 31.725

18 Pandharpur 75.337 17.678 79.756 91.698 53.38 34.53 23.55
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Table 3: Soil Sample Analysis

Village BOD K HCO
3 P

H Mg Ca Na COD Cl TH CO
3

SO
4

Malegaon 0.9 1.46 90 7.52 61 144 143 149 250 500 40 80

Nira Narsingpur 0.8 0.82 70 7.82 78 188 188 176 180 380 20 75

Babhulgaon (North) 1 1.35 100 7.57 110 330 230 220 330 420 90 90

Babhulgaon (Centre) 1.2 2.8 120 7.68 170 213 210 213 310 480 130 88

Babhulgaon (South) 0.7 2.4 90 7.38 120 190 255 290 290 510 160 78

Wagholi 1 0.14 140 7.82 104 145 176 225 70 760 280 65

Mire 0.7 0.25 120 7.69 136 205 219 205 80 420 60 55

Near Mire 1 0.17 120 7.62 55 198 133 195 760 500 120 30

Shiripur Sugar Factory 0.8 2.9 70 7.04 310 350 280 301 410 370 110 98

Shiripur (dump area) 1.1 2.6 130 7.9 330 332 298 316 480 390 60 110

Sangvi 0.7 0.12 20 7.59 90 180 178 208 210 300 60 75

Nandur 0.9 0.1 120 8.09 98 132 178 188 110 210 60 79

Pirachi Kuroli (North) 1.2 0.12 20 7.04 74 165 153 176 110 220 50 72

Pirachi Kuroli (South) 0.8 0.37 120 8.08 40 184 164 195 155 130 30 75

Shelve 1.1 0.45 220 7.83 88 129 145 205 100 160 220 77

Khotali 0.9 0.22 100 7.33 74 192 110 220 100 210 20 82

Chincholi 0.8 0.37 90 7.08 49 140 166 190 180 230 10 88

Pandharpur 1 0.37 100 8.13 110 315 132 188 100 310 20 75

Table 4: Water Sample Analysis

Village BOD K HCO
3 P

H Mg Ca Na COD Cl TH CO
3

SO
4

Malegaon 0.85 1.3 78 6.9 57 137 135 141 241 493 39 78

Nira Narsingpur 0.73 0.78 67 7.3 75 183 185 173 178 370 19 72

Babhulgaon (North) 0.9 1.32 98 7.37 101 325 222 218 328 417 80 83

Babhulgaon (Centre) 0.8 2.3 115 7.2 160 210 200 207 301 476 128 80

Babhulgaon (South) 0.6 2.0 86 7.1 118 186 250 287 284 500 151 70
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Wagholi 0.8 0.10 136 7.2 97 138 167 219 64 756 278 59

Mire 0.6 0.20 115 7.2 128 198 200 197 78 400 54 50

Near Mire 0.8 0.10 116 7.2 46 186 131 188 756 491 117 26

Shiripur Sugar Factory 0.8 2.1 65 7.0 297 344 275 290 394 368 92 88

Shiripur (dump area) 0.95 2.02 128 7.2 327 329 290 310 478 389 59 100

Sangvi 0.64 0.1 16 7.1 83 177 170 200 200 298 58 70

Nandur 0.85 0.1 117 8.0 90 127 168 180 100 200 57 69

Pirachi Kuroli (North) 1.0 0.1 17 7.0 69 160 149 168 100 200 48 68

Pirachi Kuroli (South) 0.7 0.28 118 8.0 37 178 158 188 150 128 29 70

Shelve 0.9 0.42 217 7.2 80 120 138 200 96 155 217 69

Khotali 0.8 0.19 97 7.1 68 189 101 217 98 200 18 80

Chincholi 0.7 0.2 88 7.0 39 138 156 188 178 229 9 80

Pandharpur 0.9 0.21 94 8.1 99 300 128 176 93 239 18 70

     

           Figure 4:-Comparative diagram for Bhima river basin with reference to resistivity, Cl, Na, SO
4
, K

Geochemical data sorted with the interest of the objectives has been tabulated  in table no. 3 & 4 which elaborates rise

in K, Na, Ca, HCO
3
 and Cl & appears to be more in concentration to some specific areas referred with WHO(2004). This increase

appears in both the soil and water samples. When sampling was carried out from the Bhima channel periphery it was preferred to

have samples from nearby vicinity of the channel. Hence the sample number was restricted to around 18 in number. BOD, COD,

pH and TH and elements like K, Ca, Na, K, HCO
3
, Cl, Mg, CO

3
, SO

4
 were considered. To be specific, the village around the Bhima

channel namely, Babulgaon, Shiripur, some part of Mire yielded high increase in salinity showing contamination towards the

downstream channel. As the samples of water were preferred from open dug wells, they too have shown the same readings in all.
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In the study area, sufficient amount of groundwater is available for drinking, irrigation and industrial purpose. But agriculture

contributes its share of water pollution – From several decades the use of over dose agricultural chemicals (pesticides and

fertilizers) has become widespread in the study area, and with massive concentrations of livestock, poultry, and also the resultant

waste products. These kinds of activities raise serious concerns to water quality. This intended to work for the sub surfacial

investigations of the study area. Hence the electrical resistivity studies were carried out to know the different formation layered

below the surface. This is an indirect method to know the resistance pertained by the rocks. This was verified by the observations

of the open dug wells in the nearby vicinity followed by some road cuttings or by the river bank errosional features. Comparative

studies of resistivity with elements like Cl, Na, SO
4
, K reveals that the study region has low resistivity in specified locations, where

these elements are more prominent due to which the increase in salinity has been traced in the downstream of channel. Occurrence

of zeolitic basalt (Babulgaon), contamination due to untreated industrial waste water (Shiripur Sugar Factory) may be reasons

responsible for this rise.

IV. DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSION

Through the methodology of Geochemical analysis and Geophysical studies related to the study area from Nira

Narsinghpur to Pandharpur, a track of more than 42 Km, the information gathered have suggested that Babhulgaon village

comprises of more zeolitic basalt with secondary mineralization, due to which it is probable to have increase in salinity in the

Babulgaon village area. The area comprises of a thick layer of Zeolites which has to be removed during rainy season by forceful

injection of the fresh water by way of tube wells and removal of the same saline increased water to the river channel. Bhima River

will lead for dissolution of the salts and due to this process followed for about 6 to 7 years the removal of secondary minerals from

the zeolites will help for less concentration of the salts in forth coming years. Towards the Shiripur Sugar Factory, the untreated

water of the industry should be treated and it should be left through the networking of bore wells i.e. the permeable rock strata like

jointed or fractured basalt, so which will help the soluble pollutants like salts to get settled in the formation itself.
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Geographical Study Of The Villaages In The Area
Of Confluence Of Rivers Bhima And Man

Dr.Tonape L.B

** Prof. Gaikwad V.H

 * Abstract -*

       From ancient times has been using natural resources like water, forest, land and

solar energy to enhance the quality of his life.  But these resources are not distributed

equally on the earth and geographical condition are not same everywhere and the progress

of the area depends on these conditions.  If these conditions are in abundance the total

progress is achieved.  Mines flourish in the area where minerals are found.  On a large

scale small industries develops fast where dense forest are found.  Population distribution

are largely depends on these geographical conditions.  Such conditions prevails in solapur

district.  It is seen at Sarkoli at the confluence of Bhima and Maan rivers.  So this area is

totally different from others in Solapur district.  In this paper attempt is made to study this

area.

Introduction:-

India is developing country and we see unity in diversity.  It may be in reference to

language, religion, caste, sect and civilisation and it may be reference to climate, rainfall,

type of   land and minerals.  Due to this diversity progress of the area is affected different.

Solapur district in maharashtra is affected by this diversity in natural and cultural factors.

           Four rivers are mainly seen in Solapur district Bhima, Neera, Sina, and Man.

Due to this flowing trend is developed in the area. In this region plateau and mountains

are seen. Average mountain height is 550meters and in some areas it is more highest

mountain range in solapur districts is found in Sangola taluka which is known as Mahadev

range and its height is 843 meters.  The average plateau height is 500-600 meters and it is

extended North-South of Bhima and Sina rivers.Babools ana Khaira trees are scattered

everywhere in this area.

* Associate Professor Dept Of Geography Y.C.M Karmala
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       Geographical diversity is found in Solapur district in every Talukas and affected the

progress of the area differently.  Among these Talukas, Pandharpur Taluka is best example.

Two main rivers

Bhima and Man flows in this region and at the confluence of Bhima and Man at Sarkoli.

We find that the area has developed extensively.  e.g. Ozewadi and Ambechincholi.  At

the confluence of Bhima and Man geographical condition differ greatly in reference to

climate, crops, quality of land.

Objectives:-

1) To study the geographical conditions at the confluence of Bhima and Man.

2) To study the natural resources at the confluence of Bhima and Man.

StudyArea:-

In Pandharpur Taluka the confluence of Bhima and Man at Sarkoli.  Its latitudinal

extension is 17  48  north and longitudinal extinction is 75  10  east longitudinal.  The

paper comprises the study of geographical conditions of the villages at the confluence of

Bhima and Man.

Research Methodology :-

Mainly the secondary data is used for the study in this paper.  Information is collected

from reference book, internet and Solapur district census handbook etc.

Analyses:-

In this paper attempt is made to study the geographical factors at the confluence of

Bhima and Man rivers.

Bhima River:-

The Bhima river drains the central part of the district comprising greater part of

Karmala, Madha, Malshiras, Pandharpur, Mangalwedha, Mohol and Solapur Talukas.

The river one of the main feeders of the Krishna rivers, rises 19  4  north latitude and 73

34  east longitude close to Bhimashankar in Pune district and runs south-east through

Pune, Ahmednagar. Solapur and Bijapur districts before falling into Krishna about 25
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km. north of Raichur.  The river has an overall length of 289 km within length of about

110 km. the river separates Karmala on the left from Indapur in Pune district on the right

for about 10 km.

The course of the river through out the district is winding with a general south-

easterly direction.  Near the centre of Pandharpur Taluka, it passes on the right of

Pandharpur.  One of the holiest places in the Deccan.

Of its three major feeders within the district the Bhima recieves the Nira river

from the right near Sangam village in the Malshiras Taluka, in the west of the district, the

Man river also from the right near Sarkoli about 17 km.  The waters of Bhima are little

used for irrigation.  The river flows between high alluvial and tilled banks 200-250

metres apart.  In certain places, it is rocky but as a rule the bed is gravelly or muddy.

Man River:-

The Man a right bank feeder of the Bhima river rises in the Phaltan range, a spur of

Mahadev range in the Man sub-division of Satara district, west of Dahiwadi and runs

through eastern parts of Satara district and winds through Sangola and Pandharpur Talukas

of Solapur before joining the Bhima near Sarkoli about 17 km. south-east of Pandharpur.

Of its total length exceeding 160 km. about 80 km. lie within the limits of district.  The

river flows past the town of Sangola.

The banks of the Man river are low and cultivated while its bed is gravelly.  The

river is notorious for quick rising during the floods.  The main feeders of the Man within

the district are Belvan, Khurdu, Sanganga and Vankdi all of which are seasonal.

Agriculture:-

Agriculture development has been achieved at the confluence of Bhima and Man

river at Sarkoli and Ozewadi, so a variety of crops is found here like wheat,jawar,

sugarcane, sweet-potatoes and onions.

Sarkoli:-

This village is situated at the confluence of Bhima and Man rivers.  Its population

as per the census of 1991 is 3878.  Total area of this village is 2055 hectors.
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Ozewadi:- T h i s

village is 10 km. away from Sarkoli.  Its population as

per the census of 1991 is 2741 and total area is 658 hectors. Out of this 39 % is

under forest.  Higher education, medical hospitality, post office etc. facilities are available

there.

Total Agriculture Labours and Cultivators:-

  Name of Village Total Main Workers   Cultivaotrs  ,     Agricultural Labour     Livestock forestry,

                                 Fising, Hunting Other

    M            F      M         F   M          F

  1) Sarkoli  1118          457       575       123     373     321            58

  2)Ozewadi               713 263               269     38        282        199                     07

District Census Handbook, Solapur- 1991

Conclusion:-

Agriculture progress is seen at the confluence of Bhima and Man rivers and the

sugarcane is cash crop.  To stop the erosion of land due to cash crops, proper planning of

water act to keep watch on sand mafia and to conserve the natural resources is the need

of the times.

References-

1)Solapur District Census Handbook,1991

2)Districts of Maharashtra,Solapur

3)Solapur gazetter,1991
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Extraction of ores from

confluence of Bhima Man rivers
                                               Prof.Shantilal Tukaram Kadam

M.Sc.Organic chemistry )

                       Lecturer Dalit Mitra Kadam Guruji

Science College   Mangalwedha

Introduction-The Bhima valley is by and large covered by medium deep murum and kali soils that are fairly

stiff and loamy in Karmala taluka. However, the soil tends to be lighter and more open as well as gravelly, lower

downstream. The tail water of the Nira right bank canal branch No. 3 extends almost right upto the confluence of the

Man with the Bhima. The soils tend to be poor, shallow and gravelly on the plateau surface; however, along the

streams they become fairly black and clayey and are of moderate depth. These soils are deeper and more moisture-

retentive.

Abstract-The ore samples are collected from confluence of Bhima & Man rivers.The samples collected from

10 Km area.The villeges Sarkoli,Ambechincholi,Uchethan,Bathan, Mudhavi,Ozewadi,Shankargav,Nali,Vadadegav,

Damaji sugar factory,Puluj. Begin the extraction of ore by placing 50 ml of Hydrochloric acid solution onto a clean

beaker and boil this over a lamp flame until it is dry, then allow this to remain over the lamp flame for about an

extended one second.After that cool this mixture & add 10 ml Nitric acid heat for evaporation.

Place the beaker  where it can cool for a few minutes so as not to break the beaker . After cooling, place 5 ml of

Sulphuric acid and reheat just to the boiling point. After cooling, place 50 ml of distilled water, (or water free from

Chlorine). Filter this solution onto another clean porcelain evaporating dish. Add to this dish, Stannus chloride  & 1:1

ammonia. Warm this solution slightly over the lamp flame and observe the color that appears. The results for this test

show if Platinum (Pt) is present as the solution will begin to turn to a light or dark rose color within a few minutes

time.

Conclusion-  This test show a light or dark rose color means  Platinum (Pt) will  present.
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Quantitative Analysic of Ore.

Sumeet Fulchand Salunkhe

                        B.Sc.(Maths)

* Diametre = 30 ft

   Radius = 30 ft = 15 ft

* Height = 10 ft

Now,

Volume & cylinder = IIr2h

= 3.14 x 15ft x 15 ft x 10 ft

= 7065 sq.ft

Converting t brass we get,

1 brass = 100 sq.ft

7065 sq.ft = 70.65 brass

* Now consider the 1 x 1 x 1 dimensional cylinder in fts

volume of 1 x 1 x 1 cylinder =  IIr2h

= 3.14 x 1x1x1

= 3.14 sq.ft

Total Material from cylinder having 1 x 1 x 1 in ft

dimensional is 6.300 kg

Now,

for having 3.14 sq.ft volume cylinder the total material is 6.300 kg. How many for 7065 sq.ft.
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3.14 = 6.300 kg

7065 = ?

x =   7065 x 6.300

3.14

x =     44509.5 = 14175 kg

3.14

Hence it is mass of total Material.

Now,

Weight  = Mass x 9

= 14175 x 9.8

= 138915

Now,

density of Material  =      Mass

Volume

=   14175

      7065

= 2.006

= 2.01

Weight density =  Mass x g

     Volume

=  14175 x 9.8

          7065

=  138915

      7065

= 19.66
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The Ancient place Mudhavi

Dr.Kshirsagar Shivaji D.
At.Ozewadi, Tal.Pandharpur, Dist.Solapur

It is important to study of the ancient places with the help of economical factors. According to the new

method of cordinal Geography there is the introduction of ancient economical life. It is known as the ancient place.

Geographical and physical Environment is not equal. Every ancient inhabitats has its shape place, area and

wealth of various harvests. There are plants and trees, animal’s rocks and other things.

Methods-

There are three steps in advantageous area explanation. The first step is about how much area is used in a

day around the place. The second step is the types of primary natural  resources. The third step is the availability of

resources in the advantageous area. The classification at resources has done variously. The use of land newly, the

types of soils at a hector availability are studied deeply. The explanations at advantageous places for farming are

planned by Vit Finji and Higs. According to their planning there are various types at animals plants and trees

minerals.

In the explanation of the advantageous place in Mudhavi the methods at flenar in have been used .The

information at ancient places of resources has taken unitedly.

High studied about transportation the earning methods of livelihood in the circle of five KM.He recorded the

information of the me at land newly, animals, plants and trees the sources at minerals. The methods of modern use of

Land –

The advantageous area place explanation means the economical methods at ancient places and the deep

study at specific methods at livelihood.

The methods of Land are as follows place – Mudhavi is in Mangalwedha Taluka. It is on the bank of the man

river. It is an ancient inhabitant place. It is 17.35’17" (17 degree 35 min 17 second ) north latitude and 75 28 09  (

75 degree 28 min 09 second) east longitude. Mudhavi is inhabited on the right bank of the Man river. Its heights from

the level are 440 mtr. This height is one KM away from the village. The ancient village is inhabited on the heights of

ten meter from the bed of the river.
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Surface: There is the less slope at the ancient place Mudhavi. This slope is less than one meter. The soil is not various

types so the situation is good for irrigation.

Climate: Mudhavi is in the area at semi dry region. The average rainfall is about 400 to 450 m.m.  The rain gets from

the monsoon wind from June to sept. This region has become from black basalt. This region is in Deccan trap. We

find black stone and its various types in this region. In the north and west side we find smooth and light stone pieces.

Soil: We find black ( Regur ) soil in this region. The depth of this soil is more than one meter. The percentage of this

rich black soil in this area is about 54.23. The colour of this soil is rich black. This soil is very good for various crops.

It is always wet. This soil is thick in structure. The main mineral in this soil is montmorilonit. This mineral keeps wet

in soil. The black colour of this soil is due to titaniferes magnetite chemical compound. This soil is useful very metal

for crops.

Farming: the farming in this area is depended on monsoon. The monsoon is irregular and unequal. So there is

reflection of monsoon in each and every aspect. Some years ago this area is known an draught area now a days

conditions have been completely changed . there is agricultural development in this region. Canals and the Man river

have become useful for farming. water for agriculture is available so crops pattern is changed.

Now there are all types of crops. There are Jawar, Bajara, Maize, Wheat these food grains. There are oil

seeds like sunflower, Groundnuts etc. As there is sugar factory today sugarcane is on large scale. Today modern

methods of agriculture are used. Wells and bore wells are used on large scale to water crops.

There Excavation has been done In this area. The things which are found in the excavation are  animals like

goat , cow  , dog , some birds fish , wild animals , pots sharp blades bangles of copper various things from iron or

naments of gold , glass bangles etc.

There is grass land to graze animals around this place. Today there is the developed land for farming. There

are facilities of irrigation so today the life style of people has changed. There are modern facilities. There are modern

means of communication sugarcane has become the main crop in this area today. Due to the sugar factory life style

is changed. In future this area will be too much developed in all things.
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Doddanala
the mining  spot
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Satellite Map of

Bhima River in

Solapur District
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Principal Dr.S.D.Kadam shows mining core box to researchers.

Core preserved in Core Box  collected from Mangalwedha,Huljanti,Maravade,Bhose,Andhalgaon,Khomnal,

Tal.Mangalwedha, Dist.Solapur ( Maharashtra,India )
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Mining core box Mangalwedha

Mining core box Bhose

Mining core box Marawade

Mining core box Andhalgaon

Mining core box Huljanti

Mining core box Khomnal

Andhalgaon
                     Mangalwedha

   Bhose                                        Huljanti

                                   Maravade                                                                  Khomnal


